
  
Mount   Guy,   Hakatere   Conservation   Park   

  
From   Lake   Clearwater   village,   the   track   curves   around   the   eastern   edge   of   the   lake   on   a   four-wheel-drive   
gravel   track.   This   first   part   of   the   trail   is   suitable   for   all   fitness   levels,   with   even   ground   and   a   mild   gradient.   It   is   
wide   enough   for   people   to   walk   three-abreast.     
After   following   the   lake   for   approximately   30-minutes,   a   wooden   footbridge   crosses   Lambies   Stream,   from  
where   there   are   views   of   Lake   Clearwater   to   the   left.   Then,   a   sign   directs   hikers   to   leave   the   main   trail   to   reach   
the   summit   of   Mt   Guy   (1319m).     
Cross   a   stile   and   follow   the   orange   markers   to   the   base   of   the   mountain.   These   markers   guide   walkers   for   the   
remainder   of   the   trail.   The   ground   is   initially   flat   and   even   underfoot,   but   after   a   brief,   gradual   ascent,   steepens  
considerably.   
Large   tussock   grasses   flank   the   track,   which   passes   alongside   a   deep   mountain   ravine   before   winding   up   
towards   the   summit   where   the   grasses   give   way   to   mountain   flowers   and   spiky   shrubs.   Here,   the   terrain   turns   
rocky,   and   the   trail   needs   more   attention.   The   ground   can   be   slippery,   so   appropriate   footwear   is   required.     
The   summit   is   a   short   climb   past   a   rocky   outcrop,   easily   distinguishable   on   the   mountainside.   A   small   rock   
cairn   marks   the   summit,   which   is   expansive,   providing   plenty   of   room   to   sit   and   eat   lunch.   The   360-degree   
view   is   breathtaking,   looking   over   Lake   Clearwater   towards   the   Southern   Alps,   with   snow-capped   summits   in   
winter,   and   across   the   Canterbury   Plains.   It   can   be   cold   and   windy   on   the   summit,   so   appropriate   clothing   is   
recommended.  
The   descent   follows   the   same   track   back   to   the   stile   at   the   base   of   Mt   Guy.   While   it   is   quicker   going   down   the   
mountain,   the   first   section   can   be   particularly   slippery   in   places.   From   the   stile,   return   via   the   same   route,   or   
turn   right   and   continue   on   the   Lake   Clearwater   Circuit   Track   (approximately   another   2.5hr   to   the   car   park).   

  
Wild   File   
Access    From   Lake   Clearwater   Campground,   Mount   Darchiac   Drive   
Grade    Moderate   
Time    To   summit,   2-3hr;   To   car   park,   2hr     
Distance    4.22km   to   summit   
Total   ascent    648m   
Map    BX19   

  
Elevation   Profile   
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as   

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   discretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no   
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   is   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route.   Users   should   use    GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find   their   way     
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